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ince 2004, Conveyor Applications Systems “CAS ® ”
(www.slingers.com) has been the forefront leader in
offering an extensive line of on-road and off-road
“Slingers” along with Reloaders to the heavy-construction
industry. As the only American Made Slinger Manufacturer,
CAS was the first to introduce new patented technology that
eliminated high wear maintenance items in the “traditional”
Slinger truck and allowed for greater material “slinging”
distance. The CAS line of off-road Slingers such as the AT7,
TR20, and TR30 gives contractors flexibility by having the
capability to sling material into locations that were once
deemed impossible due to limited “truck access.” Imagine
having access to a tool that allowed placement of material
wherever needed? CAS off-road Slingers, equipped with
proprietary wireless technology, allows for wireless control
as far away as 900 feet and when combined with an RL26HD
reloader, the CAS off-road fleet has continuous working
capabilities, which eliminates costly downtime.
Not to be outdone, the CAS on-road fleet gets a whole lot
of attention as well, with the SuperTrack and all-new CAS
Fat Boy Slinger truck. True to form, the new Fat Boy was a
completely new design that took the Slinger truck industry
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CAS® SLINGERS DO THE WORK,
SO YOU DON’T HAVE TO!
by storm and eliminated many of the “issues” plaguing
the “traditional” Slinger Truck design. The new sleek, lowprofile design is safer to operate and the zero degree feed
floor, among the widest in the industry, reduces bridging
and sticking. The CAS Fat Boy was built for the experienced
Slinger Truck owners/operators and is packed full of
functionality. Whether you choose the CAS Fat Boy or the
SuperTrack, CAS Slinger Trucks are in a class of their own.
CAS Slingers are currently deployed across the globe in a
variety of working environments, moving material faster and
with less expense than traditional methods. The CAS Slinger
ownership family is an invaluable partner in our quest to
build the best, most advanced Slingers in the industry. As
CAS owners continue to find new and exciting ways for CAS
Slingers to be used, we gain valuable knowledge that we put
to work every day to refine our Slingers. ■
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